SUMMARY OF RESEARCH

The main focus of this grant was analysis of the FIRE-3 Arctic Cloud Experiment (ACE) in 1998. This resulted in two peer-reviewed journal articles.

FINDINGS

Yum and Hudson (2001a) showed that the springtime Arctic aerosol is probably a result of long-range transport at high altitudes. Scavenging of particles by clouds reduces the low level concentrations by a factor of 3. This produces a vertical gradient in particle concentrations when low-level clouds are present. Concentrations are uniform with height when clouds are not present. Low-level CCN spectra are similar to those in other maritime areas as found by previous projects including FIRE 1 and ASTEX, which were also supported on earlier NASA-FIRE grants.

Wylie and Hudson (2002) carried this work much further by comparing the CCN spectra observed during ACE with back trajectories of air masses and satellite photographs. This showed that cloud scavenging reduces CCN concentrations at all altitudes over the springtime Arctic, with liquid clouds being more efficient scavengers than frozen clouds. The small size of the Arctic Ocean seems to make it more susceptible to continental and thus anthropogenic aerosol influences than any of the other larger oceans.

Other work involved further analysis of previously supported FIRE field programs—FIRE 1 and ASTEX. Yum and Hudson (2002) showed that there is significant inhibition of precipitation in the FIRE 1 and ASTEX stratus clouds. For thin stratus there was an order of magnitude more drizzle in polluted clouds compared with maritime clouds. There was a 15 μm mean diameter threshold for drizzle that was often exceeded in maritime clouds but never exceeded in continental clouds. In ASTEX we observed an undercounting of small cloud droplets in polluted clouds that indicates a better level of closure between CCN and cloud droplets than previously indicated.

Ghan et al. (2001) compared CCN spectra measured in FIRE 1, ASTEX, FIRE 3 and five other projects with model predictions of CCN spectra. These showed good comparisons for supersaturations above 0.1%.

Yum and Hudson (2001b) used data from FIRE 1, ASTEX and four other projects to show that the mixing of dry air into clouds is generally homogeneous. This demonstrated that there is no enhancement of cloud droplet sizes due to mixing of air into the clouds that had been suggested to be a means of broadening cloud droplet spectra and thus promoting precipitation.
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